
 
 

Season 1 Episode Descriptions 
 
 
 
BBE101 – Bears, Oh My!  
Dr. Brady Barr comes face to face with earth's largest land-based 
predators. Deep in the Alaskan rain forest, he tracks brown bears armed 
with incredible strength, capable of running 30 mph. Then, we'll explore a 
town where massive polar bears walk right down the street and see how 
locals cope with the dangers. 
 
BBE102 – Backyard Bandits 
Every night, they raid our suburbs, our dumpsters, even our homes, and 
find more and more ingenious ways to turn our food - into theirs. Dr. Brady 
Barr is on the hunt to track down these animals, discover their unique 
abilities, and test a few theories that just might keep them from becoming 
backyard bandit 
 
BBE103 – Giant Salamanders 
Renowned Herpetologist Dr. Brady Barr is off on a journey to find the 
world's largest salamanders - giants that can grow up to five feet long and 
weigh as much as 80 pounds. But can one of these giants be the King of 
the Salamanders? 
 
BBE104 – Wild Pig Ruckus 
Resident herpetologist and host Dr. Brady Barr steps out of his element to 
study a barnyard animal that's turned into an invader – the feral hog. With 
a bite force as strong as a wolf's, tusks that can slice through flesh and a 
tendency to reproduce like rabbits, these hogs have become an epidemic 
problem.  
 
BBE105 – Wild West Showdown 
Brady Barr saddles up and ventures into the America's Wild West. He'll 
partner with conservationists to track and collar the elusive puma, narrowly 
escape the venomous bite of a western diamondback rattlesnake, come 
face-to-face with a bison and research the migration habits of the iconic 
golden eagle. 
 
 



BBE106 – Pet Danger Zone 
There's perhaps no place in the U.S. where pets face more dangers than 
in Phoenix, Ariz. Dr. Brady Barr puts your pets dangers to the test to find 
out how we can stop these predators.  
 
BBE107 – Mysterious Shark 
The mysterious Sixgill shark that normally lives up to 8,000 feet deep is 
occasionally found in shallower seas. Will Brady find the answer? 
 
BBE108 – Big Bite Challenge  
Brady is after the animal with the most powerful bite force and will stop at nothing 
to get up close and personal with these top predators. 
 
BBE109 – Hippo Camo   
Armed with a specially designed, lifelike 200-pound Kevlar hippo suit covered in 
hippo dung and mud, Brady Barr goes on a hippo mission. 
 
BBE110 – Electric Powered Eel 
Packing 600 volts of power in a 6-foot-long package, the electric eel proves 
a challenge for Dr. Brady Barr. Within the remote South American rain 
forest, Brady uses an electrostatic field detector to sense the eels electrical 
signals 
 
BBE111 – When Squid Attack 
Huge Humboldt squid, up to six feet long, are expanding their territory, impacting 
commercial fisheries, and reportedly attacking divers! To learn more, Brady Barr 
undertakes a high-risk mission to capture a squid unharmed. 
 
BBE112 – Predator Sharks 
Herpetologist Brady Barr has faced his fair share of aquatic predators, but now 
he's going up against one of the toughest creatures in the ocean -- sharks. 
 
BBE113 – Giants Among Us  - 2923 
Reptile expert Dr. Brady Barr sets out on a mission tod measure the biggest wild 
crocodile he can find 
 
BBE114 – Trouble in Paradise 
It's Americans' dream vacation -- a week in a subtropical paradise like the 
Caribbean or Mexico. But these ocean playgrounds harbor some seriously nasty 
critters. 
 
BBE115 – Crocodile Tuxedo 
Reptile expert Brady Barr heads to Tanzania to test a specially designed suit that 
will allow him to approach Nile crocodiles. Will it pass the test 



 
BBE116 – Venomous Australia 
Australia is home to the most venomous creatures on the planet. In fact, more 
toxic animals per square foot live here than anywhere else. To find out why, Dr. 
Brady Barr teams up with local experts to countdown the seven deadliest 
creatures. 
 
 
 


